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Confidentiality

MATERIAL CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT REPRESENTS PROPRIETARY INFORMATION
PERTAINING TO LIONSBAY HOLDINGS (PRIVATE) LIMITED. THIS DOCUMENT INCLUDES  
INFORMATION THAT SHOULD NOT BE DISCLOSED TO OUTSIDE.

Lions Bay Holdings (Private) Limited, and its affiliates provide the content in this profile
subject to the following terms and conditions (the “Terms”). By referring this document, you 
agree to the Terms & Conditions pertaining to the content and its usage.

Trademarks 
The trademarks, service marks, designs, and logos (collectively, the “Trademarks”) referring or
related to SongCatalog™ displayed in this document are the Trademarks of Song Catalog Inc. 
You agree that you will not refer to or attribute any information to Song Catalog or its licensors 
in any public medium (e.g., press release, Web sites) for advertising or promotion purposes, 
or for the purpose of informing or influencing any third party and that you will not use or 
reproduce any Trademark of, or imply any endorsement by or relationship with Song Catalog.
The names of actual companies, logos, service marks and products/services mentioned herein
maybe the trademarks of their respective owners. Reference to a company, product, service or 
publication does not imply an approval or recommendation of that company, product, service 
or publication.

Use of this Document
The content included in this document is solely for reference purpose only. You may not copy,
modify, distribute, transmit, display, perform, reproduce, transfer, resell, or republish any of the 
Content of this document without the prior written consent of Lions Bay Holdings, which may 
be withheld at its sole discretion.

Copyright Notice
Copyright © 2006 - 2010 Lions Bay Holdings (Pvt) Ltd., 10/2, Walawwatta Place, Galpotta 
Road, Sri Lanka. All rights reserved. Copyright © 2006 - 2010 Lions Bay Holdings (Pvt) Ltd,  
All Rights Reserved – Company Confidential
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Name of Company: 
Lions Bay Holdings (Private) Limited.

Legal Form:
Founded in 2006 and incorporated as a Private Limited Liability Company in  
Sri Lanka on 21st December 2006. Company Registration No – N(PVS) 49003.

Registered Office:
14/B, Sakvithi Lane, Thimbirigasyaya, Colombo 5, Sri Lanka.

Business Address:
14/B, Sakvithi Lane, Thimbirigasyaya, Colombo 5, Sri Lanka.

Telephone:
(+94)-11-7399110 / 7399111 

Fax:
(+94)-11-7399113

E-Mail:
info@lionsbay.lk

Website:
www.lionsbay.lk

Board of Directors:
Mr. Sujith S Subasinghe
Mr. Yohan Wijesiriwardana

Corporate infomation
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In today’s fast paced and constantly evolving economic climate, organizations 
worldwide have realized that what makes the difference between being 
mediocre and being an industry leader is really the people you partner with. 

This is where we come in; our technologies and expertise have 
given our clients the push they need to grow and evolve, with the 
confidence and backing necessary for successful corporate development. 

Founded in 2001 by a team of visionaries in Canada, SongCatalog™ Inc.soon 
became the premiere partner for music publishers, music labels, independent 
artists and producers to connect with companies looking to license music for 
commercial use. However, the organization did not stop there; SongCatalog™ 
too evolved into‘on’ and ‘off site’ services in order to keep pace with the 
constantly enhanced demands of the ever evolving entertainment industry. 

This led to the inception of Lions Bay Technologies. Created to enhance the 
scope of companies like SongCatalog™, Lions Bay Technologies provides 
tailor made business solutions that power companies all across North America. 

As the offshore branch of Lions Bay Technologies, Lions Bay Holdings, based 
in Sri Lanka makes it possible for many local and international clients to 
harness the incredible potential of technology and creativity through a 
range of services. With extensive expertise in the spheres of Interactive 
Marketing Solutions, Event Management and Advertising, Lions Bay holdings 
has changed the way the Sri Lankan market thinks of technology and creativity. 

How it all began
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Our statements

Vision:

To empower our clients with the incredible advantages that are 
possible through the unlimited potential of innovation, technology and 
creativity, while providing top of the range, tailored solutions that address the 
organizations needs and make it possible for the client to take on the future. 

Mission:

To deliver exceptional, futuristic business solutions driven by 
accountability to our clients and our inherent drive for perfection and 
innovation, while effectively securing our clients an edge over competition.
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Our corporate structure

Song Catalog Inc.

LionsBay Technologies

LionsBay Holdings

LionsBay Interactive

LionsBay Live

LionsBay Advertising

Ads On Wheels Ads On Rails
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Our corporate structure

As one of the first online music licensing companies, SongCatalog™ is 
more than just an online portal for music copyright holders to connect with 
potential clients. It allows independent artistes a medium through which 
to market their music and gain a foothold in the entertainment industry. 

SongCatalog™ sees its mission as more than just providing record 
labels, artists and publishers with a forum through which licensing and 
exposure can be gained. The company also plays the important role of an 
intermediary for advertising agencies and music supervisors who are looking 
for an innovative and convenient way to gain access to music for various needs.

Through the team’s belief that creativity cannot be fitted into any one 
conventional mould, SongCatalog™ constantly looks for new ways through 
which to connect music with the industries that utilize it. Backed by 
a solid understanding of the importance of music licensing in today’s 
media industry, SongCatalog™ works with a wide variety of clients 
ranging from Ad Agencies, Film and TV music supervisors, Record Labels, 
Music publishers, Indie Artists and Producers from around the world to 
ensure that each client find the right music to complement each project.

With over seven years experience developing custom built software for  
clients from a host of different industries, Lions Bay Technologies believes in  
delivering not just what the client needs, but a host of additional features that 
will empower the client to push the limits of their technologies further. As one 
of the forerunners of the SongCatalog™ software team, Lions Bay Technologies 
boasts an impressive track record developing solutions for the entertainment 
and music industry. 

With special emphasis on developing solutions that meet clients’ needs and ad
here to the strictest standards of accountability, the Lions Bay Technologies 
approach combines enhanced communication with responsive and responsible 
solutions, giving the client a solution that provides incredible benefits every 
single time.
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Our corporate structure

Based in Sri Lanka, Lions Bay Holdings, a fully owned subsidiary of 
Lions Bay Technologies, leverages not just the expertise and experience of 
Lions Bay Technologies but also the long term know-how of 
SongCatalog™ to provide each client with a solution that will meet and 
surpass their requirements. Having diversified into a host of diverse spheres 
within Sri Lanka, Lions Bay Holdings quickly earned itself a reputation for 
innovation, creativity and reliability that surpasses many other local organizations.

In fields ranging from Interactive Marketing Solutions and Event Management 
to Advertising, Lions Bay Holdings provides cutting edge solutions that deliver 
for every client. 

Specializing in technology based developments and marketing, Lions Bay  
Interactive delivers specialized web marketing tools that enhance brand  
image and value to the client. Providing solutions for payroll management, stock  
keeping, warehousing and business development as well as the more traditional 
websites, interactive sites databases and e-mailers, Lions Bay Interactive is the 
one stop shop each client needs to get business moving in the right direction. 

Lions bay Interactive also has delivered ERP systems add-ons and hardware  
networking with an industry best assurance of quality and service standards 
that many larger companies find it hard to match. 

SERVICES WE PROVIDE:

• Application Development 
• Information Security 
• Servers, Storage and System 
• Application Acceleration and Caching 
• Convergent Network 
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With events like the “Official IIFA Fashion Show After Party” to their credit,  
Lions Bay Live is a powerhouse of creative talent. Recognized for throwing 
events that have been innovative and unforgettable, the company has built  
itself a reputation for not just handling some of the most high profile music, 
corporate and club events Colombo has experienced with trademark flair and 
control, but also for concepts and execution that have left their audiences  
spellbound. 

Other memorable events handled by the Lions Bay Live team include ‘Lets get 
wasted’ and ‘foamalicious’, two events that were not just firsts of their kind, but 
also created a demand for theme events by delivering a party experience unlike 
anything Colombo nightlife had experienced before. 

Our corporate structure

Events we undertake:

• Business conventions
• Product Launches
• Club Event
• Press Releases (including our media invitee list)
• Reunions and Social Gatherings
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Our corporate structure

Handling the advertising and promotions for some of Sri Lanka’s most  
beloved brands as well as a host of international brands, Lions Bay  
Advertising is more than just a traditional advertising firm. Drawing from the  
extensive expertise the company holds ranging from event management to 
web content development, the Lions Bay Advertising team delivers innovative 
solutions that maximize efficiency and impact, ensuring that the clients’ goals 
are met and surpassed with each campaign. 

Covering creative, account servicing, media buying and production, Lions Bay 
Advertising has the skills and infrastructure to handle campaigns of any size 
and specification. 

Noteworthy clients handled to date include Red Bull, IMS Holdings, Petco 
Lanka and Master Divers, for whom creative campaigns and websites were 
launched that had the client see immediate returns on investment and almost  
immediate growth in sales figures. 
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Our corporate structure

With extensive experience delivering client requirements, Lions Bay Advertising  
recently diversified into delivering informative and visually superior annual  
reports. Backed by Lions Bay Holdings, our ability to deliver to client  
specifications is unparalleled. The Annual Report arm of Lions Bay Holdings  
delivers the full spectrum of Annual Report services required by our high profile 
clients. Functions ranging from Concept Development and Design to Production,  
Copywriting, Translations and Printing make Annual Reports by Lions Bay  
Advertising a strong contender in the local communications field.
 
Our ability to give our clients specialized services with our fullest attention 
are what makes us a forerunner in the Sri Lankan Annual Report industry.  
Additionally, having established a host of interactive methods of  
communication with Lions Bay Interactive, we have the experience and  
infrastructure to diversify the traditional role and medium of an annual report  
to encompass more possibilities at a fraction of additional cost. Our team  
knows just how to get the right message across to ensure 
that an Annual Report does more than just carry financia 
information to its share holders - We make it an extension of  
company  image, revolutionizing  the  role  of  the  annual  report  and breathing  
newlife into it.

As the pioneer in mass transit advertising on the Sri Lanka Railways, Lions Bay 
holdings provide an innovative and effective marketing and advertising tool to 
organizations across the island. With international studies agreeing that mass 
transit advertising has one of the highest recall rates by consumers, advertising 
on trains is a non-disruptive, high reward method of accessing a large audience 
through a very cost effective and innovative medium.
Spot ID Spot Type  QTY Spot dimensions  Spot in Sqft
     H    x  W    

A Inner Entrance Wall 04 28” x 20”   3.89
B Window Spot  10 17” x 24”  2.83
C Side Roof Spot  48 22” x 29”  4.43
D Floor Spot  06 64” x 58”  25.77
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Local client list

Below is a partial list of clients that we currently provide technological solutions to:

Island Wide Marketing Services
A pioneer industrial services provider for many industries in Sri Lanka. LBH is 
the official information Technological service provider since 2001.

Nestle Lanka 
Production work include production of Posters, Flyers, Custom Invitations, pres-
entation CDs, Event badges, Conference backdrops, conference invitations. 

www.songcatalog.com
The largest proclaimed music distribution and song licensing portal in north 
America and Canada. 
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www.redbullxfighters.com 
We are production partners for POS material and event promotion materials. 
Recent work carried out was for the Red Bull X-Fighters Jams 2010. Production 
work include production of Posters, Flyers, Custom Invitations, presentation 
CDs, Event badges, Conference backdrops, conference invitations. We have also 
helped them with Face book event promotions.

www.masterdivers.lk 
Development of Vessel Management system as part of their company ERP  
system Development of Inventory Control System as part of  their Company ERP 
system Recommendation of hardware and software development  of Face 
recognition time management and time attendance system Development of 
the corporate website with client login and job management capabilities.

SriLankan Airlines
Backend development of SriLankan Gold Rush Campaign. Development of the 
Daily quiz for points system and web based games. The campaign was based on 
referrals and the points systems was conducted using the number of emails sent 
out by the client. The systems handled over 100,000 users and over a million 
emails in the 14 day campaign. 
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Wemara Constructions (Pvt) Limited
Full corporate branding, interactive marketing and promotional solutions.

Triple S Shipping (Pvt) Limited.
Corporate branding, interactive marketing and promotional solutions.

Lanka Hospitals 
Design and Print production.
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A user frendly flash based website to represent the Champs Montessori,  
Currently in development

www.knesrilanka.com
A flash based website for custom gems and jewellery store marketing its prod-
ucts to a high end market.  
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International client highlights

ADVERTISING
Lions Bay Holdings through its sister company SongCatalog has had the  
opportunity to work with some of the largest advertising companies around. 
We work either in conjunction and partnered with existing advertising  
companies or consult directly with the brands. 

The following a partial list of clients that Lions Bay Holdings and its partner 
companies provides marketing and advertising services. These of ranged from 
providing creative direction to the campaign, productions and post productions 
work, design and productions of print material and licensing music for their 
broadcast advertisements. 
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EVENT MARKETING
The following is partial lists of clients that Lions Bay has provided event  
planning and marketing services. These services include creative concepts, 
event planning, set design and music licensing.  

International client highlights

ENTERTAINMENT
Following is a partial list of clients in the entertainment industry that Lions Bay 
has provided media rich technology solutions, The goals of these solutions have 
been for  to help each of these companies to market, promote and license their 
media assets
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OUR RECENT WORK

Client- Hardwoods Incorporation Limited.

Implementation- Application used for data import and reporting. 

Objectives- 
Importing text data in to a msSQL database.
Report generation.

Development Tools- 
VB.NET, Microsoft SQL Server Reports

Backend-
Microsoft SQL Server 

Hardwoods

Client- Master Divers Pvt Limited.

Implementation- Web enabled ERP Solution / User restricted

Objectives- 
Vessel transport data management- Vessel Data periodical Entry, Vessel Data 
Reports and summaries.
Inventory management- Purchase Requisition, Purchase Order, Good Receive 
Notes, Good Issue Notes, Good Return Notes, Good Adjustment Note, Inven-
tory Reports and summaries.

Development Tools- 
PHP/ JavaScript 

Backend-
MySQL

Master Divers
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OUR RECENT WORK

Client- IMS Holdings Private Limited.

Implementation- Web enabled solution executed in a LAN/ User restricted. 

Objectives- 
Tracking the due commission amount with given calculations.
System is fed with transactions as suppliers’ invoices and outputs a breakdown 
of commission amounts. 
Generates periodical commission reports and summaries.

Development Tools- 
PHP/ JavaScript 

Backend-
MySQL

IMS- Commission Tracking Solution

Client- Lionsbay {Internal}

Implementation- Public web site for Music Licensing Opportunities /online mu-
sic licensing site.

Objectives- 
Music opportunities are listed in site’s public sphere in order to musicians can 
upload there works. At the completion of the due period, Site administrators 
short list the music pieces and forward them to the client.

Development Tools- 
ASP.NET, C#.NET, AJAX, Javascript, HTML5, jQuery

Backend-
Microsoft SQLServer 

Hitlicense

Connecting Music with Opportunity
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OUR RECENT WORK

Client- Lionsbay {Internal}

Implementation- Public web site for daily deals.

Objectives- 
Daily deals with attractive discounts are listed in the site. Site users can buy with 
a preferred payment method. [Online or offline payments.]
System Admin area outputs periodical sales reports and summaries.

Development Tools- 
PHP, AJAX, Javascript, HTML5, jQuery

Backend-
MySQL

Maaradeals

Client- ePACT Network Ltd.

Implementation- Public Web Site

Objectives- 
Stores students’ emergency data attributes and provide an easy access inter-
face for parents/ guardians and relations in case of an emergency.

Development Tools- 
PHP, AJAX, Javascript, HTML5, jQuery

Backend-
MySQL

EPact
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OUR RECENT WORK

Client- The professional Communications Group Inc.

Implementation- Public Web Site

Objectives- 
Provides an interface for Doctors to upload their verbal prescriptions as voice 
files. Procom operators transcribe them and let the doctors download them as 
word documents. We involved in improving the site’s functions by developing 
more efficient addons.

Development Tools- 
PHP, AJAX, Javascript, HTML5, jQuery, Flash

Backend-
MySQL

Procom
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OUR RECENT WORK

Maaradeals Solartherm

TripleS Nippolac

Wemara Dax

Sleek Salon Anura Priyadarshan Yapa
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PRINT AND PRODUCTIONS

BOOKLET DESIGNS

HOARDINGS
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PRINT AND PRODUCTIONS

FOLDERS
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PRINT AND PRODUCTIONS

ADS ON WHEELS
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PRINT AND PRODUCTIONS

AD FOR PAPER & MAGAzINE
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PRINT AND PRODUCTIONS

PRINTING

STALL DESIGN
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PRINT AND PRODUCTIONS

SIGN BOARDS

ADS ON RAILS
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Notes


